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2. 1 is not a proof. From the induction hypotheses we have that `MT 1 = fail. If s0 is
either an axiom or an assumption, then  is apply (then(t1 ; \t"); \s0") and `MT Tac(\s0").
If s0 is neither an axiom nor an assumption, then  is apply (then(t1 ; \t"); fail) with
`MT Tac(fail). In both cases, from axiom (A9), the induction hypotheses and by applying
ifE we have `MT  = fail
Q.E.D.
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Theorem C.1 Let  be a sequent tree of s. Let  be a sequential tactic application of . If  is
a proof of s, then `MT  = \s" and `MT T (\s").
Proof : Base Case: If  is s, then it must be either an axiom or an assumption. Then

T (\s") is an axiom of MT.  is apply(\idtac"; \s"). From axioms (A7) and (A5) we have
`MT apply(\idtac"; \s") = \s".
Step Case:  is apply(then(t1 ; \t"); \s0") and 1 is apply(t1 ; \s0"), since  and 1 are proofs.
From the induction hypotheses `MT 1 = \s1 " and `MT T (\s1"). From axiom (A9):

`MT  = if (\s1" = fail)

then fail else apply (\t"; \s1")

(9)

Since `MT \s1 " 6= fail, we apply If E: and obtain

`MT  = apply(\t"; \s1"))

(10)

From axiom (A4) and (A3), we have

`MT  = if (:Fail(\s1") ^ P(\s1")) then f(\s1") else fail
(11)
We have `MT :Fail(\s1 ") from axiom (A2) and `MT P (\s1 ") and `MT f (\s1 ") = \s" (since  must
be applicable to s1 ). Therefore (rule if E ) `MT  = \s". From axiom (A1) we have
`MT (T (\s1") ^ P(\s1"))  T (f(\s1"))
and then `MT T (f (\s1 ")). Therefore `MT T (\s").

(12)
Q.E.D.

Theorem C.2 Let  be a sequent tree of s. Let  be a sequential tactic application of . If  is
not a proof, then `MT  = fail
Proof : Base Case: If  is s, then it is neither an axiom nor an assumption. Then  is
apply(\idtac"; fail) that is provably equal to fail (axioms (A7) and (A5)).

Step Case: We have two cases.

1. 1 is a proof.  is apply (then(t1 ; \t "); \s0") and `MT T (\s0") (since s0 is either an axiom
or an assumption). From theorem C.1 we have that `MT 1 = \s1" and `MT T (\s1"). From
axioms (A9), (A4), (A3) and by applying rule If E: we obtain (11). `MT :P (\s1") since 
must not be applicable to s1 . Then (rule If E:) `MT  = fail.
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B Proof of theorem 3.2
We prove theorem 3.2 by showing that M is a model of MT (theorem B.1).

Theorem B.1 M is a model of MT.
Proof : We prove that any axiom of MT is true in M. Axioms (A1) are trivially true from the

interpretation of T , P and f . Axiom (A2) is true since F is distinct from any sequent of OT.
Consider axiom (A3). Let x be assigned to d 2 TOT [ fFg. If d 6= F and d 2 g (P), then both
t (x) and the conditional term are interpreted into p(d). If d = F or d 62 g(P), then both t (x)
and the conditional term are interpreted into F. Consider now axiom (A4). Let x be assigned to
d 2 TOT [fFg. apply(\t"; x) is interpreted into F(d). The interpretation of t(x) is exactly F(d).
Therefore (A4) is true in M. The proof is analogous for (A5) and (A6).
Then we prove that the axioms about tacticals are true in M. Let x, ti and tj be assigned to
d 2 TOT [ f F g, di 2 Df and dj 2 Df , respectively. The proof for axioms (A7), (A8) is trivial.
Consider axiom (A9). then(ti ; tj ) is interpreted into Fthen [di ; dj ] 2 Df . apply (then(ti ; tj ); x) is
interpreted into
(
6= F
g(apply)(Fthen[di; dj ]; d) = dFj (di(d)) ifif ddi((dd)) =
F
i

If di(d) 6= F, the conditional term is interpreted into dj (di(d)). If di (d) = F, it is interpreted into F.
The proof for axioms (A10), (A11), (A12) is similar to the proof for axiom (A9).
We prove now that (A13) is true in M. repeat(ti ) is interpreted into Frepeat [di ] 2 Df . apply (repeat(ti); x)
is interpreted into Frepeat [di ](d). But the right hand of the equality in (A13) is interpreted into
Frepeat[di](d) as well. Indeed, if di(d) 6= F, then the interpretation of the conditional term is
the interpretation of apply (repeat(ti ); apply (ti; x)), i.e. Frepeat [di](di(d)); but Frepeat [di ](di(d)) =
di (Frepeat [di])(d) = Frepeat [di ](d). If di (d) = F, then its interpretation is d and Frepeat [di ](d) = d.
Axioms (A14)-(A21) are trivially true from the de nition of Df .
Q.E.D.

C Proof of theorem 4.1
Theorem C.1 proves parts (1)(a) ( and (1)(b) ), theorem C.2 corresponds to part (2)(a) (. In
the proofs, we call  the sequent tree of s built by applying an inference rule  to the sequent s1
end sequent of 1 . We call the leaf of 1 , s0 . We call t1 , 1 , t and  the sequential tactics
and the sequential tactic applications of 1 and , respectively. (2)(b) ) is a trivial corollary of
theorem C.2. (1)(a) ), (1)(b) (, (2)(a) ) and (2)(b) ( are trivial corollaries of theorems C.1
and C.2 and theorem 3.2 (proofs by contradiction).
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started to develop the family of rewriting functions implemented in Cambridge LCF and described
in [29]. A major future goal is to provide MT with induction principles. Induction principles are
necessary in order to synthesize or prove the correctness of certain derived inference rules (see for
instance [4, 23]). Some preliminary experiments of theorem proving in such extensions of MT have
been performed. [1] describes a proof of the theorem about formulas containing only equivalences
stated in [32] (the same theorem is also stated and proved in [2]).
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Appendix:
A Proof of theorem 3.1
Proof : We prove that d is a monotonic function acting on the partial ordering v, i.e. '1 v '2
implies d ('1) v d ('2), where '1; '2 2 Df . We have that
8
>
if d(x) 6= F and x 6= E
< '1 (d(x))
d ('1)(x) = > x
if d(x) = F and x 6= E
:E
if x = E
and

8
>
< '2 (d(x))
d ('2)(x) = > x
:E

if d(x) 6= F and x 6= E
if d(x) = F and x 6= E
if x = E

If d(x) 6= F and x 6= E, then d ('1)(x) = '1(d(x)) v '2 (d(x)) = d ('2)(x). If d(x) = F and x 6=
E, or x = E, then d ('1)(x) = x v x = d ('2)(x). Therefore d ('1) v d ('2).
Q.E.D.
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equational logic. Like MT, 2OBJ supports a rst order treatment of tactics. In 2OBJ, tactics are
programmed in its equational logic. However, there is no relation between tactics in 2OBJ and the
implementation of OBJ3. Moreover the metatheory of 2OBJ has no explicit notion of failure.
From a technical point of view, MT has some features which make it somewhat unusual. Some of
these features are the following: Inference rules are functions and not predicates, as it happens for
instance in [31]; inference rules do not take theories and signatures as arguments, as it happens for
instance in [31] (this in GETFOL is solved using the multicontext machinery [12]); even if MT can
reason about proofs this notion is not explicitly axiomatized, as it happens for instance in [31, 2].
Finally, the notion of failure (F) is explicit, and kept distinct from the notion of partialness (E).
This is not what happens in most of the approaches which deal with partialness, e.g. [7, 25] (see
also [24]).
As stated in the introduction, our ultimate goal (still far from being achieved) is to prove the
correctness of the theorem prover within the theorem prover itself. We share this goal with the work
in progress on Acl2 [5]. There are various di erences between the two approaches. One di erence,
which is relevant to this paper, is that in Acl2 the logic language and the implementation language
are the same. Keeping Logic Tactics and Program Tactics distinct, as we do, seems to provide
some advantages, for instance for what concerns how to deal with state. For example, it is possible
for us to store in a global variable the set of proven theorems and to reason declaratively about
it. The idea is to see state (e.g. the current proof) as storing partial computations relative to a
function or predicate (e.g. the provability predicate T ). This allows us to lift the code that updates
and reads state into axioms which formalize the function and predicate whose computations are
approximately represented by the state itself. Some of the details about this issue are in [15, 13].
Another advantage is that we may have Program Tactics which are not translated into Logic Tactics
or vice versa. This is a necessary feature in the presence of non-terminating Program Tactics (see
the motivations in the introduction).

7 Conclusion and future work
We have described a rst order metatheory, called MT, which is expressive enough to represent
tactics and tacticals. Tactics are terms of MT (called Logic Tactics) and tacticals are function
symbols of MT. MT is expressive enough to represent a proof strategy which does not correspond
to a nite composition of proof steps. Moreover, MT can express soundly tactics which do not
terminate. MT has been constructed so that it is possible to de ne a relation between Logic
Tactics and GETFOL Program Tactics.
At the moment we are studying some more general sucient conditions for a characterization
of recursive (possibly \non terminating") Logic Tactics which preserve consistency. We are also
studying the possibility for MT to construct powerful proof strategies as Logic Tactics. We have
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tacticals and, in particular, can soundly express strategies based on the recursive application of
tactics (through the tactical repeat). This has been achieved by several technical extensions to
the metatheory presented in [17]. In order to express tacticals in a rst order setting, we have
extended the logic with names of tactics and the function symbol apply (see for instance axiom
(A4)) which has allowed us to axiomatize Logic Tacticals (see axioms (A7){(A13)) and Logic Tactics
(see axioms (A14){(A21)). As a consequence, the model of MT has been extended too. Indeed,
in [17] the domain of the model is simply the union of the set of terms, w s and sequents (D0)
with the elements to handle partialness and failure (E and F). In order to interpret tacticals, we
have extended the domain with Df (see de nition 3.1) and the model with functions de ned over
Df (see de nition 3.2). Notice that, the model has been extended in a way to allow for a possible
extension of the results presented in [17], keeping and extending the correspondence between Logic
and Program Tactics. Moreover, in this paper we have dealt with the problem of (possibly non
terminating) recursive applications of tactics by proving that the interpretation of repeat is the
least xed point over the partial ordering v (see theorem 3.1). As an example of the signi cance
of this extension, notice that all the proofs of the form (3) and (4), which have been synthetically
expressed by the only Logic Tactic (2), should have to be expressed in [17] with one tactic for each
possible resulting sequent tree schema (i.e. in this case an in nite number of tactics). This is an
example of how this work makes it feasible in practice to express tactics in a logical rst order
metatheory.
Program Tactics have been mostly implemented in ML [22] and used successfully in several theorem
provers, like LCF [21, 27], Isabelle [28] and NuPRL [8]. Logic Tactics have been encoded in higher
order logical theories and logic programming languages. In [23], the higher order NuPRL type
theory is used as a language for constructing theorem proving procedures. In [11, 9], tactics and
tacticals are implemented in Prolog, an extended higher-order logic programming language. In
[10], proof trees are represented in a logical theory where \justi cations" of proof steps can be
representations of tactics. There are two main di erences with our work. First, MT is rst order.
Reasoning about tactics can be done entirely in rst order logic. We do not discuss here the
advantages of working in a rst order setting, see for instance [18, 7]. Second, neither [23] nor
[11, 9, 10] provide a relation between Logic Tactics and programs that implement the theorem
prover. NuPRL and Prolog cannot reason about and extend/modify their own system code.
Beside these main facts, there are also technical (but important) di erences between Logic Tactics
in MT and tactics in Prolog. Tactics in Prolog specify proof search strategies by providing an
interpreter on top of Prolog which is itself interpreted under the xed Prolog search strategy.
As a consequence of this and of the fact that tactics are relational, failure is treated as falsity (the
tactical orelse is de ned as disjunction) and failure handling is performed by backchaining using a
depth rst search paradigm. Similarly, then is de ned as conjunction. In MT, the axiomatization
of then and orelse is fully declarative and independent of any system underlying search strategy.
Some work closely related to ours (but which seems at an earlier stage) is the work on 2OBJ [19].
2OBJ is a tactic-based theorem prover built upon OBJ3 [20], a term rewriting implementation of
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8x t(x) = if (t(x) = apply(\idtac"; x))
then apply (\failtac"; x)
else apply (\idtac"; x)

(7)

is provable, then MT is inconsistent. Indeed, for any sequent s, from (7), under the assumption
t(\s") = \s", we prove \s" = fail and therefore ?, the sentential constant for falsity. From
(7) and the assumption :t(\s") = \s", we prove t(\s") = \s" and therefore ?. Hence from
t(\s") = \s" _ :t(\s") = \s" we prove ?. Notice that the w above de nes a recursive tactic t
which corresponds to a Program Tactic that does not terminate. Intuitively, it states that if the
tactic t succeeds, then it fails, and if it fails, it succeeds.
Our goal is therefore to provide some sucient condition for a characterization of recursive (possibly
\non terminating") Logic Tactics which preserve consistency. For instance, we have extended MT
with axioms which correspond to a particular class of recursive de nitions of Program Tactics:

8x Tac(x)  f(x) = if P(x)

then f(f (x))

(8)

else x

Intuitively, any f corresponds to a recursive application of the tactic which applies  until the
conditions of applicability (P ) are not satis ed. For instance, consider the following recursive
de nition of fandeltac.

8x Tac(x)  fandeltac(x) = if Conj (x)

then fandeltac(fandel(x))
else x

fandeltac recursively applies the left conjunction elimination rule until it fails. We can show that
fandeltac(x) is equivalent to apply(repeat(\fandeltac"); x).

The proof that recursive de nitions of the form (8) preserve the consistency of MT is trivial. Notice
however that (8) captures a still very limited set of possible recursive de nitions. At the moment
we are studying some more general sucient conditions for a characterization of recursive (possibly
\non terminating") Logic Tactics which preserve consistency.

6 Related work
This work builds on the results presented in [17]. In this paper we have extended signi cantly
the set of tactics which can be expressed in MT. MT can now express tactics composed through
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4. If x is an individual variable of MT and 1; 2 2 T A, then let x = 1 in 2 2 T A.

T A includes logic tactic applications as de ned in section 4 (item 1. in the de nition above), it

allows for terms with variables (item 2.), conditionals (item 3.) and an environment term constructor let (item 4.). The elimination and introduction rules for conditionals have been given in section
2, gure 1. In gure 3, we extend MR with inference rules to eliminate and introduce let. The
correctness of these rules is proved in [1]. Notice that let can be used to axiomatize tacticals. For

P (t2[t1])
P (let x = t1 in t2 [x]) let I

P (let x = t1 in t2[x])
let E
P (t2 [t1])

with the restriction on the let I rule that x does not appear free in t2 .

Figure 3: let inference rules
instance, (A13) can be replaced with the following axiom:

8x8y8ti (Tac(x) ^ LTac(ti) 

apply(repeat(ti); x) = let y = apply(ti; x) in
if (y = fail)
then x
else apply (repeat(ti); y ))

As a further example, consider the following axiom:

8x8y8ti 8tj (Tac(x) ^ LTac(ti) ^ LTac(tj ) 

apply(!(ti; tj ); x) = let y = apply(ti; x) in
if (y = fail)
then apply (!(ti; tj ); apply (tj ; x))
else y )

The construct ! applies iteratively ti and tj till ti succeeds. It has a similar behaviour to the ML
construct ! [22]. It allows for failure trap with re-iteration.
Second, we consider the problem of recursive de nitions. The tactical repeat is not the only way
to construct repeated applications of tactics. Program Tactics can also be de ned recursively.
On the other hand, in general, allowing for recursive de nitions of Logic Tactics and logic tactic
applications in MT may not preserve consistency. For instance, if the following w
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Corollary 4.1 (failure and success for logic tactic applications) Let  be a sequent tree of
s. Let  be the sequential tactic application of . Let  be a tactic application. If `MT  =  , then
`MT  = \s" ()  is a proof of s: () `MT T ( )
`MT  = fail ()  is not a proof: () `MT :T ( )
A Program Tactic succeeds i it builds a sequent tree () which is a proof of a theorem (s). A
Logic Tactic application ( ) is provably equal to the constant denoting the theorem (\s") i it
corresponds to a sequent tree  which is a proof of s. A Program Tactic fails when it tries to apply
some inference rule that is not applicable, i.e. when it tries to build a sequent tree  that is not a
proof. A Logic Tactic application is provably equal to failure (fail) i it corresponds to a sequent
tree  which is not a proof.
Notice that, under the hypotheses of corollary 4.1, we can prove that `MT T ( ) _ Fail( ), i.e.
`MT Tac( ), that is that  either succeeds or fails. This is actually what happens with Program
Tactics that terminate. However, this may not be the case. Consider, for instance, the Logic Tactic
repeat(\idtac"). Since \idtac" applied to a given sequent always succeeds, the corresponding
Program Tactic applies \idtac" an in nite number of times. In other words, the sequential tactic
application apply (repeat(\idtac"); \s") does not correspond to any sequent tree. Any sequential
tactic application  corresponds to a nite number of applications of inference rules. Therefore,
a  such that `MT apply (repeat(\idtac"); \s") =  does not exist and corollary 4.1 cannot be
applied. The condition `MT  =  of corollary 4.1 captures the fact that the Program Tactic
corresponding to  terminates. A lot of work has been done on providing conditions for and on
proving the termination of recursive programs (e.g. see [3]). Our approach is di erent. We allow
for Logic Tactics which correspond to Program Tactics which are not guaranteed to terminate.
Then, when needed and when possible, we prove that a logic tactic application corresponds to an
application of a Program Tactic which terminates (`MT  =  ).

5 Some extensions
Tacticals constitute a powerful and well-tested mechanism for composing Program Tactics. Nevertheless, Program Tactics are written using also traditional programming language constructs, e.g.
conditionals, environment constructors, loops and recursive de nitions. We want the same ability
in MT. First, we extend logic tactic applications. We call the extended set, T A.
1. If t 2 T and s is a sequent of OT, then apply (t; \s") 2 T A.
2. If t 2 T and x is an individual variable of MT, then apply (t; x) 2 T A.
3. If A is a w of MT and 1 ; 2 2 T A, then if A then 1 else 2 2 T A.
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! (:::(A1(x1) ^ :::) ^ An?2 (xn?2)) ^ An?1 (xn?1)) ^ An(xn ) 8E
! (:::(A1(x1) ^ :::) ^ An?2(xn?2)) ^ An?1 (xn?1) 8E
..
.
! A1(x1) ^ A2(x2) 88EE
! A1(x1)

(6)

We associate to every object level sequent tree  a sequential (logic) tactic t in MT. Sequential logic
tactics of object level sequent trees are de ned inductively over the structure of sequent trees. In
the base case, a sequent tree is a single sequent. If the sequent is either an axiom or an assumption,
then the sequent tree is a proof. If it is neither an axiom nor an assumption, then the sequent tree
is not a proof. In both cases, its sequential tactic is \idtac". In the step case, if t1 is the sequential
tactic of 1 , and  is built from 1 by applying  to the end sequent of 1 , then then(t1 ; \t ")
is the sequential tactic of . For instance, if a sequent tree is built by applying rst the rule 1 to
an axiom or an assumption, and then 2 and 3 are applied in the sequent tree in the given order,
then the corresponding sequential tactic is then(then(then(\idtac"; \t1 "); \t2 "); \t3 ).
Program Tactics, when executed, are applied to given arguments. Similarly, in MT, we de ne a
sequential (logic) tactic application  of . Let s be the leaf of . Let t is the sequential tactic
of .  is apply (t ; \s"), if s is an axiom or an assumption.  is apply (t ; fail), if s is neither an
axiom nor an assumption. A (logic) tactic application  is a term of the form apply (t; \s"), where
t 2 T and s is a sequent. We say that  is a sequent tree of s if s is the end sequent of . We
prove that sequential tactic applications have the right behaviour.

Theorem 4.1 (failure and success for sequential logic tactic applications) Let  be a sequent tree of s. Let  be the sequential tactic application of . Then

(1) `MT  = \s" () (a)  is a proof of s: () (b) `MT T ( )
(2) `MT  = fail () (a)  is not a proof: () (b) `MT :T ( )
Part (1) of theorem 4.1 states that a successful tactic corresponding to a proof can be proved equal
to the name of a sequent (part (1)(a)) that is a theorem of OT (part (1)(b)). (`MT T (\s") () `OT s,
where `OT stands for provability in OT, is a corollary of theorems 3.2 and 4.1). Part (2) states that
a tactic that does not correspond to a proof can be proved equal to failure (part (2)(a)) and it does
not denote an object level theorem (part (2)(b)). Notice that the fact that a Program Tactic fails
to prove a sequent does not imply that the sequent is not provable. Analogously, part (2) states
that the tactic does not denote a theorem (:T ( )), but does not state the much stronger fact that
s is not a theorem (:T (\s")). Theorem 4.1 can be generalized to logic tactic applications.
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the standard approaches and the approach undertaken here is that we have two distinct special
elements, E and F. From a theoretical point of view, we could construct a metatheory and a model
where E and F are collapsed in a unique element. Nevertheless, the distinction between E and F is
important in order to de ne a correspondence between Logic and Program Tactics. E is not denoted
by any symbol in the language of MT and is not implemented by any data structure in the GETFOL
code. It is used to capture in the model \de ned on paper" the fact that some programs must
be partial. On the contrary, F is denoted by fail in MT and is implemented by a data structure
in the GETFOL code. This data structure is a witness of observable failures. It is returned by and
passed as argument to Program Tactics. FF , F , Fthen [d1; d2], Forelse [d1; d2], Frepeat [d1], Ftry [d1]
and Fprogress [d1] specify how Program Tactics and tacticals must deal with this data structure.
Logic Tacticals are assigned to functions (e.g. g (then), g (orelse) and g (repeat)) that, given elements
of Df (denoted by Logic Tactics), return an element of the same set Df . Therefore, intuitively,
tacticals are interpreted according to their original intended meaning, i.e. as functions that given
tactics return tactics. Moreover, notice that elements of Df  D are functions over (TOT [fFg)  D.
g(apply) allows us to apply these functions to their arguments. This fact, plus the fact that Logic
Tactics denote elements of Df , allows us to interpret Logic Tactics and Tacticals in a rst order
setting.

4 Success and failure of logic tactic applications
In this section we prove some general properties of Logic Tactics. First we provide a formal notion
of \logic tactic application", i.e. the logical analogous of applications of Program Tactics to some
arguments. Then we prove the following facts: a logic tactic application is provably equal to the
name of a theorem of OT i it corresponds to a proof of the theorem in OT; it is provably equal
to failure i it corresponds to a tree of rule applications that is not a proof; (non) termination of
logic tactic applications is captured formally in MT by the (un)provability of certain statements.
Program Tactics, when executed, build trees of inference rule applications where either all the rules
are applicable (the tactic succeeds) or there is a rule which is not applicable (the tactic fails). If all
the rules are applicable, the sequent tree is a proof. If there exists a rule which is not applicable,
the sequent tree is not a proof. A sequent tree  is de ned formally as a tree of sequents, each
labeled by an inference rule. OT proofs (3) adn (4) are examples of sequent trees. An example of
a sequent tree which is not a proof is the following:
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g(repeat)(d) =

(

if d 2 Df
otherwise

Frepeat[d]
E

16. g (try ) is a function over D such that

(

g(try)(d) = EFtry [d]

if d 2 Df
otherwise

17. g (progress) is a function over D such that

g(progress)(d) =

(

Fprogress [d]

E

if d 2 Df
otherwise

18. g (apply ) is a function over D  D such that

g(apply)(d1; d2) =

(

d1(d2)
E

if d1 2 Df and d2 2 TOT [ fFg
otherwise

W s and terms get interpreted according to the usual standard Tarskian semantics. The semantics
of conditional terms is as follows. If A is true, then the value of if A then t1 else t2 is the value of
t1. Otherwise it is the value of t2.

Theorem 3.2 MT is consistent.
We prove the consistency of MT by showing that M =< D; g > is a model of MT.
M has been built to identify some requirements that the code implementing Program Tactics must
satisfy in order to allow for a relation with Logic Tactics. E has been introduced to handle non
termination and totalize function symbols (e.g. f ) that otherwise would be partially de ned. f
corresponds to a function in the GETFOL code that is unde ned for some inputs. For instance,
universal specialization is implemented by means of a function that, given a (data structure corresponding to) a universally quanti ed w , returns (a data structure corresponding to) its matrix.
This function is partial since it is unde ned for (data structures corresponding to) w s that are
not universally quanti ed. Partialness is a general characteristic of a large amount of the code of
GETFOL (and of any running system). For instance, this is the case also for tacticals, which are
de ned only over tactics, and for apply , which is de ned only over pairs of tactics and theorems or
failures. Partialness allows us to achieve eciency (the code does not have to test and decide for all
the possible inputs). Extending the domain with E to handle partial functions and non termination
is a well known standard technique (see, for instance, [7, 25]). One essential di erence between
14

5. g (=) is the identity relation over D.
6. g (LTac) = Df .
7. g (P) is the subset of sequents  is applicable to.
8. g (f) is the function over D that returns the conclusion of , if  is applicable to d 2 D. It
returns E, otherwise. Let p be the partial function, de ned only over g (P), that returns the
conclusion of . Then

g(f)(d) =

(

if d 2 g (P)
otherwise

p(d)
E

9. g (t) is the function over D such that,

8
>
< p(d) if d 2 TOT \ g (P)
if d 2 (TOT ? g (P )) [ fFg
g(t)(d) = > F
:E
otherwise

10. g (idtac) is the function over D such that

g(idtac)(d) =

(

d if d 2 TOT [ f F g
otherwise

E

11. g (failtac) is the function over D such that

g(failtac)(d) =

(

F
E

if d 2 TOT [ f F g
otherwise

12. g (\idtac") = Fid , g (\failtac") = FF and g (\t") = F .
13. g (then) is a function over D  D such that

(

g(then)(d1; d2) = FE then [d1; d2]

if d1; d2 2 Df
otherwise

14. g (orelse) is a function over D  D such that

(

if d1; d2 2 Df
otherwise

g(orelse)(d1; d2) = EForelse [d1; d2]
15. g (repeat) is a function over D such that
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8
>
< d(x)
7. Fprogress [d](x) = > F
:E

if d(x) 6= x and x 6= E
if d(x) = x and x 6= E
if x = E

8. Frepeat [d](x) = fd , where fd is the least xpoint of the functional d over [TOT [fFg[fEg !
TOT [ fFg [ fEg], de ned as

8
>
< '(d(x))
d (')(x) = > x
:E

if d(x) 6= F and x 6= E
if d(x) = F
if x = E

with ' being a function variable, and the partial ordering v on TOT [ fFg [ fEg is de ned as
E

v d and d v d for all d 2 TOT [ fFg [ fEg

Some explanations are in order. We use the notation f [ ] to denote elements of Df . For each
d1; d2 2 Df , we have an element Fthen [d1; d2], Forelse [d1; d2], Frepeat[d1], Ftry [d1] and Fprogress [d1] in
Df . We use the notation f ( ) to denote function application. If d1; d2 2 Df and x 2 TOT [fFg[fEg,
then d1 (x) stands for \the function d1 applied to the argument x", and d2(d1(x)) stands for the
composition d2  d1 applied to x.
The following theorem proves that d is monotonic, and therefore has a least xpoint.

Theorem 3.1 d is monotonic over the partial ordering v on TOT [ fFg [ fEg de ned as
E

v d and d v d for all d 2 TOT [ fFg [ fEg

The next step is to de ne the interpretation function g .

De nition 3.2 (Interpretation function g of M)
1. g (\s") = s, g (\w") = w and g (\t") = t, where s, w and t are any sequent, w and term of
OT, respectively.
2. g (fail) = F.
3. g (Seq ) is the set of sequents of OT.
4. g (T ) = TOT , where TOT is the set of theorems of OT.
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The domain of interpretation D includes a set (called Do ) of objects of the object theory OT, e.g. the
sequent ? ! 8xA(x). These objects are denoted by terms of MT, e.g. the constant \? ! 8xA(x)".
The domain contains the two special elements E and F. E intuitively means \unde ned" and is used
to handle partialness and non termination. F is used to interpret failure, i.e. the constant fail
of MT. The domain includes a further subset, called Df , which is used to interpret Logic Tactics.
Tacticals are interpreted as functions de ned over elements of Df .

De nition 3.1 (Domain D of M) D = Do [ fEg [ fFg [ Df . Do is the set of terms, w s and
sequents of OT. E and F are distinct from any other element of D.
Df is constructed inductively as follows.
1. Fid 2 Df ; FF 2 Df ; fF g  Df .
2. If d1 and d2 2 Df , then Fthen [d1; d2] 2 Df , Forelse [d1; d2] 2 Df , Frepeat [d1] 2 Df , Ftry [d1] 2
Df and Fprogress [d1] 2 Df .
where we have an element F for each  2 R. The members of Df are functions over the set of
theorems of OT union the element F union E, i.e. functions from TOT [fFg[fEg to TOT [fFg[fEg,
where TOT is the set of theorems of OT. They are de ned as follows.
Let x 2 TOT [ fFg [ fEg:
1. Fid (x) = x
2. FF (x) =

(

F
E

if x 6= E
if x = E

E

if x 6= F, x 6= E,  is applicable to x and
y is the conclusion of the application of  to x
if x 6= E and  is not applicable to x
if x = E

8
>
y
>
<
3. F (x) = > F
>
:

8
>
if d1 (x) 6= F and x 6= E
< d2(d1(x))
if d1 (x) = F
4. Fthen [d1; d2](x) = > F
:E
if x = E
8
>
if d1(x) 6= F and x 6= E
< d1(x)
if d1(x) = F
5. Forelse [d1; d2](x) = > d2(x)
:E
if x = E
8
>
if d(x) 6= F and x 6= E
< d(x)
if d(x) = F
6. Ftry [d](x) = > x
:E
if x = E
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then(repeat(\falletac"); repeat(\fandeltac")) which eliminates all the outermost universal quanti ers (repeat(\falletac")) and then returns recursively the left conjunct (repeat(\fandeltac")).
As a simple example, the Program Tactic corresponding to (2) can be used to perform the following
proof:

! (:::(A1(x1) ^ :::) ^ An?2(xn?2 )) ^ An?1(xn?1)) ^ An (xn) ^E
! (:::(A1(x1) ^ :::) ^ An?2 (xn?2)) ^ An?1(xn?1 ) ^E
..
.
! A1(x1) ^ A2(x2) ^^EE
! A1(x1)

(3)

In this case only ^E is recursively executed. The same Program Tactic can also be used to perform
the following proof:

! 8x18x2 : : : 8xn((:::(A1(x1) ^ :::) ^ An?2(xn?2 )) ^ An?1 (xn?1)) ^ An (xn)) 8E
! 8x2 : : : 8xn ((:::(A1(x1) ^ :::) ^ An?2 (xn?2)) ^ An?1 (xn?1)) ^ An(xn)) 8E
..
.
! 8xn((:::(A1(x1) ^ :::) ^ An?2(xn?2 )) ^ An?1 (xn?1)) ^ An (xn)) 88EE
! (:::(A1(x1) ^ :::) ^ An?2 (xn?2)) ^ An?1 (xn?1)) ^ An(xn ) ^E
! (:::(A1(x1) ^ :::) ^ An?2(xn?2)) ^ An?1 (xn?1) ^E
..
.
! A1(x1) ^ A2(x2) ^^EE
! A1(x1)

(4)

In this case 8E rst and ^E afterwards are recursively executed. We can prove in MT the following
theorem:

apply(
orelse(progress(repeat(\fandeltac")); then(repeat(\falletac"); repeat(\fandeltac"))); (5)
\8x1 8x2 : : : 8xn ((:::(A1(x1) ^ ::: ^ An?2 (xn?2 )) ^ An?1 (xn?1 )) ^ An (xn ))") = \A1 (x1)"

3 A model of MT
We de ne an interpretation M = hD; g i of ML, where D is the domain of interpretation and g is
the interpretation function.
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tacticals implemented in LCF and NuPRL [8]. Their axiomatization is given in gure 2. Intuitively,
LTac holds over terms that are Logic Tactics (see axioms (A14){(A21)). then is used to apply
tactics sequentially. It applies its rst argument; if it succeeds, it applies the second, it fails
otherwise. orelse captures failure. It applies the rst tactic; if it fails, it applies the second. An
alternative proof strategy can thus be applied when the rst strategy fails. Notice that, in LCF,
ORELSE is de ned by means of ?, i.e. let (T1 ORELSE T2)g = T1(g) ? T2(g) [22]. Analogously,
axiom (A10) states the relation between orelse and ?. try applies the tactic to the argument. If it
fails, it returns the argument. try is used to apply proof strategies without having failure. progress
applies the tactic to the argument. If the result is equal to the argument (no progress in the proof
has been obtained) then it fails. repeat applies the tactic until the tactic fails. repeat can be used
to express repeated applications of tactics.
Logic Tactics can be formally de ned as follows. They are a subset of the terms of MT. This set is
based upon the set of constants \t ": T0 = f\t " :  2 Rg. From T0, we inductively construct the
set of Logic Tactics T .
1. \idtac" 2 T , \failtac" 2 T , T0  T .
2. If t1 ; t2 2 T , then then(t1 ; t2) 2 T , orelse(t1 ; t2) 2 T , repeat(t1 ) 2 T ,
try(t1) 2 T , and progress(t1) 2 T .
The following set of axioms circumscribes the set of terms that are Logic tactics.
(A14)
(A15)
(A16)
(A17)
(A18)
(A19)
(A20)
(A21)

LTac(\idtac")
LTac(\failtac")
LTac(\t"); for any \t" 2 T0
8t18t2 LTac(t1) ^ LTac(t2)  LTac(then(t1; t2))
8t18t2 LTac(t1) ^ LTac(t2)  LTac(orelse(t1; t2))
8t LTac(t)  LTac(try(t))
8t LTac(t)  LTac(progress(t))
8t LTac(t)  LTac(repeat(t))

As an example of Logic Tactic, consider the following:

orelse(progress(repeat(\fandeltac"));
(2)
then(repeat(\falletac"); repeat(\fandeltac")))
repeat(\fandetac") applies ^E till it fails. If the result is di erent from the argument it has
been applied to, i.e. if progress(repeat(\fandeltac")) succeeds, then orelse terminates execution.
If no progress in the proof has been made, i.e. the argument which is applied to is not a conjunction, then progress(repeat(\fandeltac")) fails and orelse recovers from failure by executing
9

(A7) idtac :
(A8) failtac :
(A9) then :

8x (Tac(x)  apply(\idtac"; x) = idtac(x))
8x (Tac(x)  apply(\failtac"; x) = failtac(x))
8x8ti 8tj (Tac(x) ^ LTac(ti) ^ LTac(tj ) 

apply(then(ti; tj ); x) = if (apply(ti; x) = fail)
then fail
else apply (tj ; apply (ti; x)))
(A10) orelse :
8x8ti 8tj (Tac(x) ^ LTac(ti) ^ LTac(tj ) 
apply(orelse(ti; tj ); x) =?(apply(ti; x); apply(tj; x)))
(A11) try :
8x8ti (Tac(x) ^ LTac(ti) 
apply(try(ti); x) = apply(orelse(ti; \idtac"); x))
(A12) progress : 8x8ti (Tac(x) ^ LTac(ti) 
apply(progress(ti); x) = if (apply(ti; x) = x)
then fail
else apply (ti; x))
(A13) repeat : 8x8ti (Tac(x) ^ LTac(ti) 
apply(repeat(ti); x) = if (apply(ti; x) = fail)
then x
else apply (repeat(ti); apply (ti; x)))
where x, ti and tj are variables of MT.
Figure 2: Axiomatization of tacticals
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where f (\s") denotes the conclusion of the application of . If  is not applicable to s, then we have

`MT :P(\s"), and therefore `MT t (\s") = fail (rule if E:). Finally, we have failure propagation,
i.e. `MT t (fail) = fail.
As examples, consider the function symbols fandeltac, falletac and fallitac which correspond to
t for ^E , 8E and 8I , respectively:
(A3^E ) 8x (Tac(x)  fandeltac(x) = if (:Fail(x) ^ Conj (x))
then fandel(x)
else fail )
(A38E ) 8x (Tac(x)  falletac(x) = if (:Fail(x) ^ Forall(x))
then falle(x)
else fail )
(A38I ) 8x8y (Tac(x)  fallitac(x; y ) = if (:Fail(x) ^ V ar(y ) ^ NoFree(y; x))
then falli(x; y )
else fail )
Let us now consider Program Tactics that are built as compositions of simpler Program Tactics.
GETFOL, like most tactic-based theorem provers [21, 27, 28, 8], provides the ability to combine Program Tactics by means of tacticals. Tacticals are implemented by control constructs that compose
tactics in a principled manner. For instance, tacticals are used to control sequential and repeated
applications of tactics and to handle failure in the application of tactics. Tacticals compose tactics
by taking tactics as arguments and returning tactics as results. In ML, this is achieved by using
a higher order syntax where tactics are passed as arguments to programs. In MT (which is rst
order) we obtain a similar result by adding to ML the constants \t ", i.e. for each function symbol
t 2 ML we have a constant \t" 2 ML. We say that \t " is the name of t. For each \t", we
have in MT an axiom stating the relation between the function symbol and its name.
(A4) 8x (Tac(x)  apply (\t"; x) = t (x))
where, apply is a function symbol. Notice that \t " is a name of an object of MT rather than of
OT. We have constants (\idtac" and \failtac") and function symbols (idtac and failtac) for trivial
tacticals that return the argument unchanged and that generate failure, respectively. We also have
the following axioms:
(A5) 8x (Tac(x)  idtac(x) = x)
(A6) 8x (Tac(x)  failtac(x) = fail)
In MT, tacticals are function symbols. We call these function symbols, Logic Tacticals. The Logic
Tacticals considered in this paper are then, orelse, try , progress and repeat. They correspond to
7

Program Tactics either construct a theorem or fail3 . In the former case, they construct a
data structure that memorizes a sequent. In the latter, they construct a data structure for failure.
The basic assumption underlying computations of Program Tactics is that these data structures
cannot be confused, i.e. the interpreter of Program Tactics is always able to distinguish between
(a data structure memorizing) failure and (a data structure memorizing) a sequent. This fact is
asserted in MT by the following axiom:
GETFOL

(A2) 8x :(Seq (x) ^ Fail(x))
Moreover, a Program Tactic never asserts failure as a theorem. Analogously, in MT, from axiom
(A2) and the axiom stating 8x(T (x)  Seq (x)) we can prove

: T (fail)

(1)

Since Program Tactics construct either theorems or failures, they must accept as arguments either
theorems or failures, and nothing more. This allows us to compose them. Being a well sorted
argument for a tactic is expressed by the predicate Tac.
(D3) 8x (Tac(x) $ T (x) _ Fail(x))
Let us consider Program Tactics that apply a single inference rule . If  is applicable, the Program
Tactic succeeds and constructs a theorem, i.e. the conclusion of the application of . If  is not
applicable, then the Program Tactic fails. If a failure is given in input, the Program Tactic that
applies  fails, i.e. it \propagates" failure. For each  2 R, we extend MT with the function symbol
t and the following axiom
(A3) 8x (Tac(x)  t (x) = if (:Fail(x) ^ P (x))
then f (x)
else fail )
Notice that the function symbol t corresponds intuitively to a Program Tactic that applies a
single inference rule . If  is applicable to a given premise s which is a theorem of OT, then
`MT Tac(\s"), `MT :Fail(\s") and `MT P (\s"). Hence, we have `MT t (\s") = f(\s") (rule if E ),
Actually GETFOL allows for both \backward tactics" (which compose backward rules, e.g. backward \conjunction
left elimination") and \forward tactics" (which compose forward rules, e.g. forward \conjunction left elimination").
Roughly speaking, backward tactics are functions from goals to lists of subgoals, while forward tactics are functions
from lists of theorems to theorems. In this paper, we consider only forward rules and tactics. The axiomatization of
backward rules and tactics is conceptually similar, even if technically di erent from that of forward rules and tactics.
3
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[A]
[:A]
..
..
.
.
P (t1) P (t2)
if I
P (if A then t1 else t2)

A P (if A then t1 else t2)
if E
P (t1 )

:A P (if A then t1 else t2)
P (t2 )

if E:

Figure 1: Conditional inference rules
Program Tactics may encode proof strategies that are not guaranteed to succeed, i.e. they may
attempt to apply a rule that is not applicable. If this is the case, the Program Tactic fails. The
ability of handling failure is an essential feature of programming languages (like ML) that are
used to encode Program Tactics. In ML, for instance, the user can specify that, under certain
conditions, a program fails and that, when a program fails, an alternative program can be tried.
This is achieved in ML with the construct ?. The value of the expression e1 ? e2 is the value of
e1 if e1 does not fail, otherwise it is the value of e2. MT must have the same capability. To obtain
this, we add to the language a predicate Fail which holds of failures in the application of object
level inference rules. This predicate symbol corresponds to a program in GETFOL which implements
a boolean function which returns TRUE when its argument computes a data structure that encodes
failure. We therefore extend the language of MT with a constant, fail that corresponds to the data
structure for failure, and de ne the predicate Fail in terms of fail as follows:
(D1) 8x (Fail(x) $ x = fail)
For simplicity, we suppose that we have only one constant for failure2 . We can now de ne a function
symbol ?
(D2) 8x1 x2 ?(x1 ; x2) = if (x1 = fail)
then x2
else x1
which has a behaviour analogous to the ML construct ?. Indeed, if `MT x1 6= fail, then `MT
?(x1 ; x2) = x1 (where `MT stands for provability in MT). If `MT x1 = fail , then `MT ?(x1; x2) = x2.
Program Tactics distinguish di erent failures depending on the tactic which fails. In ML this is achieved by
means of a \failure token" passed as argument to the expression that generates failure, i.e. failwith. In the actual
GETFOL code di erent data structures are generated depending on the tactic that fails. MT can be easily extended
with a set of constants each denoting a di erent failure and with constructs similar to the ML constructs for \selective
failure trapping", e.g. the ML construct ?? [22].
2
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introduction rule, then we have that :P (\A(x) ! A(x)") is provable in MT. T is the provability
predicate. We have an axiom T (\s"), for any sequent s which is an object level axiom (s 2 A)
or assumption (of the form A ! A). These axioms state in MT the provability in OT of axioms
and assumptions. Therefore, (A1) states that, if the rule  is applicable [P (x)] to a provable sequent [T (x)], then the conclusion [f (x)] is a provable sequent [T (f (x))]. As an example, consider
the following ND rules for left conjunction elimination (^E ), universal specialization (8E ) and
introduction (8I ):
? ! A ^ B ^E
? !A

? ! 8xA(x)
? ! A(x) 8E

? ! A(x)
? ! 8xA(x) 8I

where 8I has the restriction that x must not occur free in ?.
The corresponding axioms are the following:
(A1^E ) 8x((T (x) ^ Conj (x))  T (fandel(x)))
(A18E ) 8x((T (x) ^ Forall(x))  T (falle(x)))
(A18I ) 8x8y ((T (x) ^ V ar(y ) ^ NoFree(y; x))  T (falli(x; y )))
where, we write P and f as Conj and fandel when  is ^E , Forall and falle when  is 8E ,
V ar(y) ^ Nofree(y; x) and falli when  is 8I . Intuitively, Conj holds over sequents whose formula
is a conjunction, Forall holds over sequents whose formula is universally quanti ed, V ar holds
over individual variables, and Nofree(y; x) holds if y denotes a variable which does not appear
free in the dependencies of the sequent denoted by x. fandel, falle and falli stand for \forward
and left elimination", \forward forall elimination" and \forward forall introduction", respectively.
Intuitively, their intended meaning is the function that, given the premises, returns the conclusion
of the corresponding rule.
Finally, MT has axioms about the syntactic categories of OT, e.g. Seq (\s") and V ar(\x") for any
sequent s and individual variable x of OT, respectively, and about the relations between sequents
and theorems, i.e. 8x (T (x)  Seq (x)). A detailed description of the metatheory described so far
and of its relation with the GETFOL code can be found in [17] (see also [16]).
In the following, we extend MT to be expressive enough to represent Logic Tactics which can be put
in correspondence with Program Tactics. Program Tactics make extensive use of conditional constructs. We therefore extend MT's language with conditional term constructors if A then t1 else t2 ,
where A is a w and t1 , t2 are terms, and its deductive machinery with the relevant elimination and
introduction rules (reported in gure 1). Rule if E [if E: ] states that from P (if A then t1 else t2 )
and A [:A], we can derive P (t1 ) [P (t2 )]. Rule if I states that, given a deduction of P (t1 ) from A
and a deduction of P (t2 ) from :A, we can prove P (if A then t1 else t2 ) ([A] denotes the fact that
A is discharged). The resulting theory is a conservative extension of MT.
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fails. In Section 5 we extend MT in order to express the logical analogous of programming constructs
(like conditionals and environment constructors) which may be used in the de nition of Program
Tactics. In Section 6 we discuss the related work. Some conclusions and future developments are
in Section 7. In this paper, we do not formally describe GETFOL Program Tactics. They are similar
to the ML Program Tactics developed in other theorem provers [21, 27, 28, 8]. Moreover, we do not
discuss how expressions in MT can be translated into GETFOL Program Tactics and vice versa. This
non-trivial issue is addressed in other papers, in particular in [15, 13] and partly in [17] (for the
version of MT which does not express tacticals). The proofs of the theorems are in the appendix.

2 Logic Tactics
Let OT be a rst order object theory, de ned as a triple < L; A; R >, L being the language, A the
set of axioms and R the set of inference rules of OT. We assume that inference rules  2 R apply
to pairs < ?; A >, written ? ! A, where A is a formula and ? a nite set of formulas. We call
? ! A, a sequent, A the formula of ? ! A and ? the dependencies of ? ! A. We also call sequents
of the form A ! A, assumptions. We assume that R contains rules which are a sequent version
of the Natural Deduction (ND) rules [30, 16, 17]. (ND is the logic of GETFOL.) Nevertheless, the
work described in this paper is largely independent of the speci c inference rules considered. We
take the notion of deduction de ned in [30]. We call a deduction of a formula A depending on the
possibly empty set ? of formulas, a proof of the sequent ? ! A. We say that ? ! A is a theorem
of OT, or that ? ! A is provable in OT, i there exists a proof in OT of ? ! A.
We de ne a distinct rst order logical theory MT = < ML; MA; MR > to be the metatheory
of OT. The set of rules of MT, MR includes ND rules and rules for equality. We x a naming
relation between MT and the objects of OT, i.e. ML contains names of sequents, w s and terms
of OT. For instance, the constants \? ! 8xA(x)", \8xA(x)" and \x" are the names of the sequent
? ! 8xA(x), of the w 8xA(x) and of the variable x, respectively. For each object level n-ary
inference rule , ML has a n-ary function symbol (that we write as f ), and a n-ary predicate
symbol (that we write as P ). (For simplicity, in the general description of MT, we consider unary
inference rules only. As shown by the examples, the extension for n-ary rules is trivial.) For each
 2 R, MA has the following axiom:
(A1) 8x((T (x) ^ P (x))  T (f (x)))
MT has axioms about f and P . For instance, if  is (a form of) universal specialization that replaces the outermost universally quanti ed variable with a free variable, we have that f (\? ! 8xA(x)") =
\? ! A(x)", P (\? ! 8xA(x)") and :P (\? ! A(x)") are theorems of MT. This intuitively means
that the application of  to ? ! 8xA(x) gives ? ! A(x), and that  is applicable to ? ! 8xA(x),
and not to ? ! A(x). P may express inference rule restrictions. For instance, if  is the universal
3

The importance of having tactics as expressions of a logical language (property 1.) has been largely
recognized in the literature (see for instance [2, 6, 9, 11, 19, 23, 26, 31]). First, the logic can be used
to reason about proof strategies [6, 19, 31] and to reduce the burden of establishing their correctness
[23]. Second, a declarative account of proof strategies can be used to build new strategies, e.g by
proof planning [6], by analogy [26] and by proof reuse [10].
The link between Logic and Program Tactics (property 2.) is motivated by the desire of using
logical deduction to automatically and safely synthesize/optimize Program Tactics, and to reason
about and extend/modify the GETFOL system code. The work presented in this paper is part of a
long term project whose ultimate goal is to implement a provably correct theorem prover (the idea
is to use GETFOL to proof check correctness statements about its own code). This work builds on
some rst signi cative results presented in [17]. In [17] we have proposed a metatheory (also called
MT) where:
(a) There is a precise correspondence between certain w s (called in [17], \primitive tactics") of
the metatheory and the code implementing primitive Program Tactics in GETFOL, i.e. possibly
failing applications of basic inference rules.
(b) It is possible to prove w s (called in [17], \tactics") which specify how to build nite sequential
compositions of primitive tactics.
(c) It is possible to give tactics a procedural content, i.e. to use them to assert object level
theorems, either by interpreting or compiling them into GETFOL code.
In this paper, we extend MT to be expressive enough to represent the kind of Program Tactics
used in most tactic-based interactive theorem provers (e.g. [21, 27, 28, 8]). We axiomatize the most
interesting tacticals, i.e. then, orelse, try , progress and repeat. Tacticals provide a powerful and
well tested mechanism for controlling proof search. As a consequence, MT can be used to express
useful and complex tactics. In particular, the axiomatization of the tactical repeat, the standard
tactical used to write strategies based on recursive applications of tactics, is very important. A single
Logic Tactic constructed using repeat, in [17] may have to be expressed with an in nite number of
tactics. Moreover, Logic Tactics constructed through repeat may correspond to Program Tactics
which are not guaranteed to terminate, e.g. Program Tactics which do not terminate when applied
to certain arguments. This kind of Program Tactics may still be very useful, i.e. they can be
actually used to prove theorems in the cases when they terminate. In this paper, we show that this
kind of Logic Tactics is safely represented, i.e. MT is consistent. Notice that, in most interactive
theorem provers (see for instance [3]) the user is required instead to prove the termination of
recursive de nitions.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we de ne Logic Tactics. In Section 3 we construct
a model of MT, thus proving its consistency. We also discuss some of the requirements that this
model imposes on Program Tactics. In Section 4 we prove some interesting properties of Logic
Tactics, namely that deduction in MT can be used to prove when a tactic succeeds and when it
2
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Abstract
In this paper we present a rst order classical metatheory, called MT, with the following
properties: (1) tactics are terms of the language of MT (we call these tactics, Logic Tactics);
(2) there exists a mapping between Logic Tactics and the tactics developed as programs within
the GETFOL theorem prover (we call these tactics, Program Tactics). MT is expressive enough to
represent the most interesting tacticals, i.e. then, orelse, try, progress and repeat. repeat allows
us to express Logic Tactics which correspond to Program Tactics which may not terminate. This
work is part of a larger project which aims at the development and mechanization of a metatheory
which can be used to reason about, extend and, possibly, modify the code implementing Program
Tactics and the GETFOL basic inference rules.

1 Introduction
[12] 1 is a tactic-based interactive theorem prover. In GETFOL, tactics can be developed as
programs of the GETFOL programming language [14, 12, 16]. These kinds of tactics are conceptually
similar to the tactics developed in ML [22] and used in LCF and its descendants [21, 27, 28, 8]. We
call these tactics, Program Tactics.
This paper describes a rst order classical metatheory, called MT, with the following properties:
GETFOL

1. Tactics are terms of the language of MT. We call these tactics, Logic Tactics.
2. There exists a precise correspondence between Logic Tactics and Program Tactics.
 Some parts of this paper are preliminarly discussed in a paper appeared in the proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Logic Programming and Automated Reasoning (LPAR'94).
1
GETFOL has been developed on top of a reimplementation of the FOL system [32].
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